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Quality Frameless Glass Fencing Systems
Frameless fencing is the ultimate in fencing systems. While providing safety, strength and
security it simultaneously offers style, spaciousness and long-lasting quality. The clean lines
and long-lasting finishes of “Frameless Glass Fencing Systems” products endure time and
weather elements. Our designs preserve the beauty of your surroundings as there is virtually
no obstruction to view, adds value to your property and gives you peace of mind, to know that
you have an excellent product in every respect.
Frameless is about as “frameless” as you can get - normally two clamps at the base of each
panel of glass. The high-quality marine-grade 316 stainless steel and toughened glass are lowmaintenance and will out-last other products on the market continuing to look good throughout
that time.
Frameless Glass Fencing Systems are market-leading world-patented products, which provide a
wide range of mounting, clamping and fixing systems for frameless glass fencing, pool fencing
and balustrades. They are manufactured from high-grade materials to stringent quality control,
making our products stronger and more durable than most others that are available on the
market today. They suit various gauges of glass panel, depending on the application, and come
in satin or mirror finish. Our expertise in the industry, spanning over 30 years, led to the
creation of the Frameless Glass Fencing System range of clamps and gate fittings, which have
been certified by LNE, the world-recognised testing laboratory in France.
Product Overview
Solutions
onto the top of paving or concrete
onto the side of slabs with and without coping
overhangs
onto the top or sides of balcony and other
hobs
onto terraced areas
onto timber or steel decks
through gardens or lawns
up and down stairs
over walls or obstructions
along suitable walls
as a feature
as privacy screening
where there is water run-off
around pools
over sloping ground

Features*
No inground channel
No additional site preparation
Reduced site costs
Extra steel not required
No thickening of slab
Allows water flow under glass
Does not trap dirt or leaves
Easier to clean
Larger glass sheets than inground glass
Grouting & expansion joints not required
Install from one side
Scaffolding not required
Quick completion time
Tiling may be completed prior to install
Clamps adjustable to fit top rail if desired
Fittings - marine grade 316 stainless steel
Gates can be hung directly on glass
Posts not required
Clamps adjustable to glass thickness
Use on sloping sites
Top and side fix adaptable
Simple installation of curved glass
Customisation available
*These features apply in most situations.

